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This note deals with linear second-order homogeneous ordinary differential
equations associated with linear homogeneous boundary conditions. We find those
solutions of the differential equation that satisfy a given boundary condition. Also,
we determine the set of all those boundary conditions that will be satisfied by a
given solution of the differential equation. Q 1996 Academic Press, Inc.
1. INTRODUCTION
The second-order linear homogeneous ordinary differential equation
under consideration is
w x 2. 1. w xL y s p t y t q p t y t q p t y t s 0, t g a, b , .  .  .  .  .  .0 1 2
1.1 .
 . w xwhere i p , p , p are complex-valued continuous functions on a, b and0 1 2
 .  . w xii p t / 0 for any t g a, b .0
 .Let j , h be the solutions of 1.1 that satisfy
j a s 1, j 1. a s 0, 1.2 .  .  .
h a s 0, h 1. a s 1. 1.3 .  .  .
The linear space spanned by j , h is the solution space S of all solutionsL
 .of 1.1 . The purpose of this short note is to investigate this solution space
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S , viz., to study its structure and its subspaces associated with linearL
homogeneous boundary conditions.
2. RELATION BETWEEN S AND THEL
COMPLEX PLANE C
Clearly
 4S s aj q bh : a , b g C .L
For each l g C, let us identify all those members of S that are of theL
 .form l j q lh , l g C. Let j q lh be chosen as the representative
  . 4member of the class l j q lh : l g C and h be the representative
 4member of the class lh : l g C . With this understanding, S can beL
represented as
 4s s h , j q lh : l g C . 2.1 .L
The following theorem depicts the structure of s :L
THEOREM 1. The space s is a compact commutati¨ e complex BanachL
Algebra.
Proof. Let
X  4s s s y h . 2.2 .L L
Let addition and multiplication in SX be denoted respectively by [, ( andL
be defined as follows:
j q l h [ j q l h s j q l q l h , 2.3 .  .  .  .1 2 1 2
j q l h ( j q l h s j q l l h . 2.4 .  .  .1 2 1 2
It may be noted that j is the additive identity and j q h is the multiplica-
tive identity. If the norm in sX is defined byL
5 5 < <j q lh s l , 2.5 .
 X 5 5.it follows easily that s ,[, (, is a commutative Banach Algebra. Next,L
let us define a mapping p : s ª CX by stipulatingL
j q lh ¬ l and h ¬ `,
X  4where ` denotes the point at infinity in C s C, ` . It can be verified that
p is an isomorphism. Hence, the theorem follows.
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 .3. MEMBER S OF s DETERMINED BY A GIVEN REALL
LINEAR HOMOGENEOUS BOUNDARY CONDITION
A real linear homogeneous boundary condition is of the form
w x 1. 1.U y s a y a q a y a q a y b q a y b s 0, 3.1 .  .  .  .  .a 1 2 3 4
 .where a , a , a , a are real numbers. If any c g S satisfies 3.1 , for any1 2 3 4 L
 .l g C then lc also satisfies 3.1 . This justifies the identification of the
members of S as made in Section 2. Let us writeL
j b s j q ij , j 1. b s j X q ij X , 3.2 .  .  .1 2 1 2
h b s h q ih , h 1. b s hX q ihX , 3.3 .  .  .1 2 1 2
where j , j , j X, j X , h , h , hX , hX are real numbers. The following theorem1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2
 .determines the member s of s which will satisfy a boundary condition ofL
 .the type 3.1 :
 . w xTHEOREM 2. i If U h / 0, there exists a unique member of s thata L
 .satisfies 3.1 .
 . w x w xii If U h s 0, but U j / 0, there exists a unique member of sa a L
 .that satisfies 3.1 .
 . w x w x  .iii If U j s 0 s U h , then each member of s satisfies 3.1 .a a L
 .  .Proof. Let j q lh satisfy 3.1 where l s u q i¨ . Substituting into 3.1
and separating into real and imaginary parts, we obtain
u a q a h q a hX y ¨ a h q a hX q a q a j q a j X s 0, .  .  .2 3 1 4 1 3 2 4 2 1 3 1 4 1
3.4 .
u a h q a hX q ¨ a q a h q a hX q a j q a j X s 0. 3.5 .  .  .  .3 2 4 2 2 3 1 4 1 3 2 4 2
 .  .  .  .The u, ¨ , determined by 3.4 ] 3.5 , determine the member s of s thatL
 .will satisfy 3.1 .
 . w x  X .2  X .2i If U h / 0, we have a q a h q a h q a h q a ha 2 3 1 4 1 3 2 4 2
/ 0.
 .  .In this case, 3.4 ] 3.5 determine u, ¨ uniquely. Hence, there exists a
 .  .unique member j q u q i¨ h of s that satisfies 3.1 .L
 . w x w x  .ii If U h s 0, but U j / 0, it follows that h satisfies 3.1 , anda a
 .no other member of s can satisfy 3.1 .L
 . w x w x w x w x w xiii If U j s 0 s U h , we have U j q lh s U j q lU h sa a a a a
 .0. Hence, in this case, each member of s satisfies 3.1 .L
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4. THE BOUNDARY CONDITIONS THAT ARE SATISFIED
BY EACH MEMBER OF SL
 .  .  .If follows from 3.4 ] 3.5 that a boundary condition of the type 3.1
will be satisfied by each member of S ifL
a q a j q a j X s 0,1 3 1 4 1
a q a h q a hX s 0,2 3 1 4 1
a j q a j X s 0,3 2 4 2
4.1 .
a h q a hX s 0.3 2 4 2
 .The number of linearly independent solutions for a s a , a , a , a1 2 3 4
 .determined by 4.1 will depend on the rank of the matrix
X1 0 j j1 1
X0 1 h h1 1 4.2 .A s X0 0 j j2 2
X0 0 h h2 2
and the following result is obtained.
 . X X  .THEOREM 3. i If j h y j h / 0 i.e., rank A s 4 , no non-tri¨ ial2 2 2 2
 .boundary condition of the type 3.1 will be satisfied by each member of S .L
 . X X X X ii If j h y j h s 0, but j , j , h , h are not all zero i.e., rank2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
.  .A s 3 , there exists a unique boundary condition of the type 3.1 that is
satisfied by each member of S .L
 . X X  .iii If j s j s h s h s 0 i.e., rank A s 2 , the set of boundary2 2 2 2
 .conditions of the type 3.1 that are satisfied by each member of S is a linearL
space of dimension two.
 .5. THE BOUNDARY CONDITIONS OF THE TYPE 3.1
THAT ARE SATISFIED BY A GIVEN MEMBER OF sL
In Section 3 we have investigated the number of members of s thatL
 .satisfy a given boundary condition of the type 3.1 . In this section we
consider the converse problem. Given a member c of s , we will deter-L
 .mine the dimension of the set of boundary conditions of the type 3.1 that
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 .will be satisfied by c . For c g s , let B c denote the set of vectorsL
 . 4a s a , a , a , a in R such that c satisfies the boundary condition1 2 3 4
w x 1. 1.U y s a y a q a y a q a y b q a y b s 0. 5.1 .  .  .  .  .a 1 2 3 4
For l s u q i¨ , let
P s 1, u , j q u h y ¨h , j X q uhX y ¨hX , 5.2 .  .1 1 2 1 1 2
Q s 0, ¨ , j q uh q ¨h , j X q uhX q ¨hX . 5.3 .  .2 2 1 2 2 1
Also, let
P s 0, 1, h , hX , Q s 0, 0, h , hX . 5.4 .  .  .0 1 1 0 2 2
 .Let C c denote the linear space spanned by P and Q, and C denote0
the linear space spanned by P and Q . In the following theorem, we0 0
 .determine the dimension of the space B c , for all c g s .L
 .THEOREM 4. Let c s j q lh, where l s u q i¨ u, ¨ : real .
 .  .  .i The linear space B c is orthogonal to the linear space C c , while
 .the linear space B h is orthogonal to the linear space C .0
 . X X  .  .ii If j h y j h / 0, then dim B c s 2 s dim B h .2 2 2 2
 . X X X Xiii If j h y j h s 0, but j , j , h , h are not all zero, then there2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
 .exists a unique boundary condition of the type 5.1 that is satisfied by each
member of s . Moreo¨er,L
2 if ¨ / 0,¡~2 if ¨ s 0, j q uh / 0,dim B c s . 2 2¢3 if ¨ s 0, j q uh s 0.2 2
 . X Xiv If j s j s h s h s 0, then2 2 2 2
2 if ¨ / 0,
dim B c s .  3 if ¨ s 0.
2 if h hX y hXh / 0,1 2 1 2 .  .v Finally, dim B h s X X 3 if h h y h h s 0.1 2 1 2
 .  .Proof. i For any c s j q lh l s u q i¨ of s ,L
4 w xB c s a s a , a , a , a g R : U c s 0 .  . 41 2 3 4 a
s a g R4 : a q a u q a j q uh y ¨h . 1 2 3 1 1 2
qa j X q uhX y ¨hX s 0 .4 1 1 2
s a ¨ q a j q uh q ¨h q a j X q uhX q ¨hX 5.5 .  .  .42 3 2 2 1 4 2 2 1
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s a g R4 : a q a j q a j X q u a q a h q a hX .  . 1 3 1 4 1 2 3 1 4 1
y¨ a h q a hX s 0 .3 2 4 2
s a j q a j X .3 2 4 2
qu a h q a hX q ¨ a q a h q a hX 5.6 .  .  .43 2 4 2 2 3 2 4 2
 .  .  .Then, 5.6 indicates that B c is orthogonal to C c .
Similarly,
B h s a g R4 : a h a q a h 1. a q a h b q a h 1. b s 0 .  .  .  .  . 41 2 3 4
s a g R4 : a q a h q a hX s 0 s a h q a hX . 5.7 . 42 3 1 4 1 3 2 4 2
 .Hence, B h is orthogonal to C .0
 .  .  .ii Now 5.6 indicates that each non-trivial a of B c determines
 .a pair of orthogonal lines through the point u, ¨ in the xy-plane, viz.,
a q a j q a j X q x a q a h q a hX .  .1 3 1 4 1 2 3 1 4 1
y y a h q a hX s 0, .3 2 4 2
a j q a j X q x a h q a hX .  .3 2 4 2 3 2 4 2
5.8 .
Xq y a q a h q a h s 0, .2 3 1 4 1
unless
a q a j q a j X s 0,1 3 1 4 1
a q a h q a hX s 0,2 3 1 4 1
a j q a j X s 0,3 2 4 2
5.9 .
a h q a hX s 0.3 2 4 2
 .These equations are the same as 4.1 , and so the coefficient matrix of the
 .system of equations 5.9 is A.
X X  .If rank A s 4, i.e. j h y j h / 0, 5.9 has no non-trivial solution for2 2 2 2
X X  .a . Hence, if j h y j h / 0, each c s j q u q i¨ h g S determines a2 2 2 2 L
 .pair of orthogonal lines through u, ¨ . Conversely, a given pair of orthogo-
 .nal lines through u, ¨ ,
p x y u q q y y ¨ s 0 s q x y u y p y y ¨ , 5.10 .  .  .  .  .
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w xwill determine a boundary condition U y s 0 that will be satisfied bya
 .  . 4  .c s j q u q i¨ h, provided a s a , a , a , a g R a / 0 satisfies1 2 3 4
a q a h q a hX a h q a hX2 3 1 4 1 3 2 4 2s
p yq
a q a j q a j X a j q a j X1 3 1 4 1 3 2 4 2s s . 5.11 .ypu y q¨ qu y p¨
 .  .Equating each ratio of 5.11 to k say , we obtain a system of linear
non-homogeneous equations for the determination of a . We note that the
coefficient matrix of the corresponding homogeneous system is again A. If
X X  .j h y j h / 0, i.e., rank A s 4, Eq. 5.11 determines a uniquely in2 2 2 2
terms of p, q, and k. Note also that the role of k is insignificant in
 .  .reference to the boundary conditions of the type 5.1 . Thus, the set B c
w xof the vectors a such that c satisfies U y s 0 has an one-to-onea
 .correspondence with the set T of all pairs p, q associated with the pair
 .  .of orthogonal lines 5.10 . It, therefore, follows that dim B c s 2 if
j hX y j Xh / 0.2 2 2 2
 . X X X Xiii If j h y j h s 0, but j , h , j , h are not all zero, it can be2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
 .seen that rank A s 3. Then, the set of solutions for a s a , a , a , a1 2 3 4
 .of 5.9 is of dimension one. Hence, there exists a unique boundary
condition that is satisfied by each member of s and so of S .L L
 .From 5.5 , we note that the corresponding coefficient matrix is
X X X1 u j q uh y ¨h j q uh y ¨h1 1 2 1 1 2B s . 5.12 .X X X0 ¨ j q uh q ¨h j q uh q ¨h2 2 1 2 2 1
 .If ¨ / 0, rank B s 2 and so the set of solutions of 5.5 is of dimension
 .two; hence, dim B c s 2.
 X X .If ¨ s 0, rank B s 2 unless j q uh s 0 s j q uh . Then, dim2 2 2 2
 .B c s 2.
 X X .If ¨ s 0, and j q uh s 0 s j q uh , then rank B s 1. Hence,2 2 2 2
 .dim j q uh s 3.
 . X X  .iv If j s j s h s h s 0, the coefficient matrix of 5.5 is2 2 2 2
X X1 u j q uh j q uh1 1 1 1C s . 5.13 .X0 ¨ ¨h ¨h1 1
If ¨ / 0, rank C s 2. So the number of linearly independent solutions of
 .  .5.5 is two. Hence, dim B c s 2.
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 .If ¨ s 0, rank C s 1. Arguing as before, we find that dim B c s 3.
 . w xv Finally, h will satisfy U y s 0 ifa
a q a h q a hX s 0 s a h q a hX . 5.14 .2 3 1 4 1 3 2 4 2
X X  .If h h y h h / 0, 5.14 determines a , a in terms of a . As a is1 2 1 2 3 4 2 1
 .arbitrary, it follows that dim B h s 2.
X X  .If h h y h h s 0, 5.14 implies that a s 0. In this case, we therefore1 2 1 2 2
 .have a , a , a arbitrary. Hence, dim B h s 3.1 3 4
6. COMPATIBILITY OF A BOUNDARY VALUE
PROBLEM
 .From Section 5 we know that a solution of 1.1 can satisfy, at most,
 .three linearly independent boundary conditions of the type 5.1 . Hence, a
 .boundary value problem p , consisting of the differential equation 1.1 ,
needs three linearly independent homogeneous boundary conditions like
w x 1. 1.U y s a y a q a y a q a y b q a y b s 0, 6.1 .  .  .  .  .a 1 2 3 4
w x 1. 1.U y s b y a q b y a q b y b q b y b s 0, 6.2 .  .  .  .  .b 1 2 3 4
w x 1. 1.U y s g y a q g y a q g y b q g y b s 0, 6.3 .  .  .  .  .g 1 2 3 4
 .where a , b , g i s 1, 2, 3, 4 are real numbers. If there exist k linearlyi i i
 .independent non-trivial solutions of 1.1 that satisfy the boundary condi-
 .  .tions 6.1 ] 6.3 , then the BVP p is said to be k-ply compatible.
 .  .  .  .  .If c t s Aj t q Bh t satisfies 6.1 ] 6.3 , we have
1. 1.A a q a j b q a j b q B a q a h b q a h b s 0, .  .  .  .1 3 4 2 3 4
6.4 .
1. 1.A b q b j b q b j b q B b q b h b q b h b s 0, .  .  .  .1 3 4 2 3 4
6.5 .
1. 1.A g q g j b q g j b q B g q g h b q g h b s 0. .  .  .  .1 3 4 2 3 4
6.6 .
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 .  .The number of non-trivial solutions for A, B, as determined by 6.4 ] 6.6
depends upon the matrix
1. 1.a q a j b q a j b a q a h b q a h b .  .  .  .1 3 4 2 3 4
1. 1.b q b j b q b j b b q b h b q b h bD s . 6.7 .  .  .  .  .1 3 4 2 3 4
1. 1.g q g j b q g j b g q g h b q g h b .  .  .  .1 3 4 2 3 4
Accordingly, we have the following theorem.
 .THEOREM 5. i If rank D s 2, the BVP p is not compatible.
 .ii If rank D s 1, the BVP p is 1-ply compatible; so it is well-posed.
 .iii If rank D s 0, the BVP p is 2-ply compatible; so it is not
well-posed.
7. EXAMPLES
In this section we exhibit some examples in support of the results
obtained in this note.
EXAMPLE 1.
2. 1. w xy t y 2 i y t y y t s 0, t g 0, p . 7.1 .  .  .  .
It can be easily verified that
j t s 1 y it e it , h t s te it , 7.2 .  .  .  .
so j hX y j Xh s yp 2 / 0. It follows from Theorem 3 that no non-2 2 2 2
 .trivial boundary condition of the type 5.1 can be satisfied by each
 .  .solution of 7.1 , and from Theorem 4 we know that dim B c s 2, for
c s j q lh, l s u q i¨ .
 .If ¨ / 0, two linearly independent boundary conditions of the form 5.1
can be taken to be
up q ¨ c 0 q ¨ y 1 pc 1. 0 q ¨c p s 0 .  .  .  .  .
and 7.3 .
yu2p y ¨ 2p q ¨p c 0 q up q ¨ c 1. 0 q ¨c 1. p s 0. .  .  .  .  .
 .If ¨ s 0, two linearly independent boundary conditions of the form 5.1
can be taken to be
uc 0 y c 1. 0 s 0, .  .
7.4 .
u2p q 2u q p c 0 q uc p q c 1. p s 0. .  .  .  .
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EXAMPLE 2.
2. 1. w xy t y iy t s 0, t g 0, p . 7.5 .  .  .
It can be verified that
j t s 1, h t s i 1 y eit . 7.6 .  .  .  .
Here j hX y j Xh s 0, but h / 0.2 2 2 2 2
The unique boundary condition that will be satisfied by each solution of
 .7.5 is
y 1. 0 q y 1. p s 0. 7.7 .  .  .
 .If c s j q u q i¨ h, ¨ / 0, then two linearly independent boundary
 .conditions that are satisfied by c are 7.7 and
2u2 q 2¨ 2 y ¨ y 0 q ¨y p q 2u y 1. p s 0. 7.8 .  .  .  .  .
 .  .If c s j q uh u real , then, apart from the boundary condition 7.7 , c
also satisfies
uy 0 y y 1. 0 s 0. 7.9 .  .  .
Further, j satisfies the following three linearly independent boundary
conditions:
y 0 s y p , y 1. 0 s 0 s y 1. p . 7.10 .  .  .  .  .
EXAMPLE 3.
2. w xy t q 4 y t s 0, t g 0, p . 7.11 .  .  .
1 X X .  .Clearly j t s cos 2 t, h t s sin 2 t. Here j s j s h s h s 0.2 2 2 22
The two linearly independent boundary conditions that are satisfied by
 .each solution of 7.11 are
y 0 y y p s 0 s y 1. 0 y y 1. p . 7.12 .  .  .  .  .
 .  .In addition, c s j q uh u : real satisfies 7.12 and
uy 0 y y 1. p s 0. 7.13 .  .  .
Furthermore, h satisfies the boundary conditions
y 0 s 0 s y p , y 1. 0 s y 1. p . 7.14 .  .  .  .  .
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8. REMARKS
Since a solution of a second order ordinary differential equation may
 .satisfy three linearly independent boundary conditions of the type 5.1 , for
a well-posed boundary-value problem associated with the differential
equation it is necessary to consider three linearly independent boundary
 .conditions of the type 5.1 . This is contrary to the usual practice, and gives
a new look to BVPs.
An analysis similar to the one presented in this note can be made for
higher order ordinary differential equations.
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